Abstract-Narrowband MIMO measurements using 16 transmitters and 16 receivers at 2.11 GHz were carried out in Manhattan [1]. High capacities were found for full as well as smaller array configurations, all within 80% of the fully scattering channel capacity. Correlation model parameters are derived from data. Spatial MIMO channel capacity statistics are found to be well represented by the separate transmitter and receiver correlation matrices, with a median relative error in capacity of 3%, in contrast with the 18% median relative error observed by assuming the antennas to be uncorrelated. A reduced parameter model, consisting of 4 parameters, has been developed to statistically represent the channel correlation matrices. These correlation matrices are, in turn, used to generate H matrices with capacities that are consistent within a few percent of those measured in New York. The spatial channel model reported allows simulations of H matrices for arbitrary antenna configurations. These channel matrices may be used to test receiver algorithms in system performance studies. These results may also be used for antenna array design, as the decay of mobile antenna correlation with antenna separation has been reported here. An important finding for the base transmitter array was that the antennas were largely uncorrelated even at antenna separations as small as two wavelengths.
INTRODUCTION
It has been discussed in recent literature that the large capacities of MIMO [2] systems are adversely affected by spatial correlations [3, 4, 6] , as well as degenerate effects, such as "keyholes" or pinholes [7, 8] . Spatial correlations have traditionally been assumed to be separable into transmitter and receiver correlations, the measurement of which requires multiple antennas only at one end of the channel. Such measurements do not provide assurance that the channel capacity is indeed high as the actual correlations may turn out not to be separable, or "capacity pinching" due to keyhole effects, which limits capacity despite low correlations.
To determine true MIMO capacity, true MIMO measurements are therefore required, employing multiple antennas at both the receiver and the transmitter [1, 3] . To that end, 16×16 narrowband MIMO measurements were conducted in Manhattan. The base array was placed at a height of 100 meters and the terminal array was mounted on a van. In [1] it was reported that the observed capacities were quite high, with 2×2, 4×4, and 16×16 median capacities reaching 99%, 90% and 80 %, respectively, of the corresponding capacities of the Rayleigh iid MIMO channel. In this paper we present a correlation-based model, and compare capacities predicted using this model with the observed capacities for a system.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
In [10] a model has been proposed that describes the MIMO channel matrix as a Gaussian matrix with correlated entries. To test this model the correlation matrices are computed from our measured data and used to spatially filter a synthetic complex Gaussian iid entries H matrices. In this work it is assumed that the general correlation relations between the elements of the channel matrix H are separable. The underlying justification for this approach is to assume that only immediate surroundings of the antenna array impose the correlation between array elements and have no impact on correlations observed between the elements of the array at the other end of the link. One way to effect this type of antenna signal correlation is to pre-and post-multiply the iid channel transfer matrix iid H by the appropriate transformation matrices [4] :
where Φ Φ Φ Φ Τ Τ Τ Τ and Φ Φ Φ Φ R are the correlation matrices of transmit antennas and receive antenna arrays, respectively. It is the goal of this work to measure the correlation matrices described above and compare the resulting capacity predictions with measured capacities.. .
III. MODELING USING MEASURED CORRELATIONS AT THE TRANSMITTER AND AT THE RECEIVER
We now compute covariance matrices separately between copolarized transmitters and receivers and use them to spatially filter synthetically generated complex Gaussian iid matrices, as suggested in (1) . In Figure 1 the measured and predicted capacities are compared for the measurement drive along Park Ave North. As before, the predictions are obtained using measured correlation matrices. While the two capacities generally agree within a few percent, there is a deep drop in measured capacity at a location corresponding to 0.44 on the x-axis. This data was collected while passing through a tunnel on Park Avenue. The point is remarkable in that the measured correlations have remained sufficiently low, as indicated by the high values of predicted capacity. That location is therefore is akin to a keyhole [4] , in that the correlations do not capture the relevant behavior of the channel. Fortunately, such points have been found in this work to be rather rare, as evidenced by the good agreement between the measurements and predictions based on correlation matrices. Figure 1 . Capacities of measured and synthetic 16×16 H matrices at 10 dB SNR, generated using measured correlation matrices at the transmitter and receiver arrays. Correlations between cross-polarized antennas are assumed to be 0.
To quantify the data-model agreement, the relative error is between the measured capacities and the capacities of synthetically generated channel matrices, is defined
The cumulative distribution of the relative error for all data runs is plotted in Figure 2 , as a curve labeled 'exact correlation'. We note that the median relative error is about 3%, while using an iid channel matrix leads to an error of 18%. We conclude that separable correlation matrices adequately represent the spatial statistics of the channel and that the procedure of generating spatially correlated Gaussian channel matrices gives capacities in close agreement with measurements. 
IV. REDUCED CHANNEL MODEL
In the previous sections it was found that the correlation matrices at the base transmitter and at the mobile receiver are representative of the spatial characteristics of the channels. For a 16 × 16 MIMO system, the transmitter and receiver correlation matrices are 256 elements each. It would be very useful to reduce the number of parameters needed to describe the correlation matrices. For example, in [4] , the correlation matrices were derived using a particular angular spectrum assumption, with angular spectrum being described by a single rms angular spread. Generally, the correlation between antennas is expected to decrease as the antennas are separated. In Figure 3 , the measured correlation coefficients between vertically polarized mobile receive antennas are plotted as a function of antenna separation at one particular location. The total separation between antennas was used without regard to whether the antennas were separated vertically or horizontally. Thus all co-polarized pairs were used to compute the correlation coefficients. Also plotted is a model correlation coefficient, which was chosen as an exponentially decaying function, with the decay rate fitted to the correlation data using the least mean square deviation criteria, resulting the correlation of ( ) Measured correlation coefficients for base transmit antennas are shown in Figure 4 . As we found that there is no clear decrease of the base transmitter correlation coefficient with antenna separation, it was decided (based on many such plots) to fit instead a constant value to represent the transmitter correlation. Lack of a clear trend of the base antenna correlation coefficient with antenna separation may be attributed to multiple bundles of rays arriving from different directions. The resulting correlation coefficient between two co-polarized transmit antennas p and q is given by pq a Φ = for p q ≠ and set to 1 otherwise. The measurements were collected with the smallest separation between base antennas of 2 wavelengths, thus it is possible that correlation between the base antennas may be higher at closer spacing. Both transmitter and receiver correlation parameters vary from location to location, so that these correlation parameters form a distribution. These parameters may be used to generate transmitter and receiver correlation matrices. Note that the entries of the covariance matrices computed from data are, in general, complex. The above parametric fit was done only to the amplitude of the measured correlation parameters, making approximate covariance matrices real. The approximation therefore consists of both omitting the phase of the covariance matrices and of representing the amplitude of the covariance in terms of a single parameter.
A cumulative distribution of the relative error is plotted in Figure 2 between the capacities computed from measured H matrices and capacities computed from synthetic H matrices, with correlations at every location generated by the 4-parameter model. The curve is labeled "parametrized correlations". The prediction error is seen to be quite comparable to what was found when using measured correlation matrices, median error of 3%. Now, we proceed to model capacity distribution using synthetically generated H matrices. The spatial statistics of each matrix are defined by the 4 correlation parameters described above, i.e. for the decay rate of correlation with antenna separation at the receiver, both for vertically and horizontally polarized receive antennas, and the correlation coefficient of the transmit antennas for both polarizations. The full set of the correlation parameters is now labeled a, which is a 4×1 vector of entries a 1 ,..a 4 . These 4 parameters were found to vary depending on locations. This would correspond, for example, to having different angle spreads at different locations. It was decided to take the measured distributions of the correlation parameters and view them as a correlated set of Gaussian variables, defined by a 4×1 vector mean a m and a 4×4 covariance matrix C a :
where a iid is a real Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance, N(0,1), and the square root is the matrix square root. The values of the mean set a m and the covariance matrix obtained from the data are tabulated below: 
The correlation parameters are assigned the following meanings: a 1 and a 2 are the decay parameters (per wavelength) for the vertically and horizontally polarized mobile antennas, respectively, while a 3 and a 4 are the correlation for the vertically and horizontally polarized base antennas.
Equations (2) and (3) give the recipe for generating the correlation parameters from a 4 dimensional vector distribution a iid , which allows generation of transmitter and receiver correlation matrices. Once the correlation matrices are generated, the channel transfer matrix H may be synthesized using (1). The resulting ensemble of H matrices has two associated statistical spatial scales: small scale variations which are generated by generating particular correlation matrices and choosing different realizations of H iid , and a large scale variations which result from generating the correlation matrices, defined by the correlation parameters a, given by (3).
The cumulative distribution of capacities, computed from synthetically generated matrices, are compared in Figure 5 to the distribution of measured capacities. Every point in the simulation is obtained by generating a realization of a according to and generating a set of H matrices using many realizations of H iid as in (1) . The median capacity for each set a is then plotted as a point in Figure 5 . The plotted distribution thus represents the large-scale variation in scattering richness. Also shown is the CDF of the capacity generated from the actual set of correlation parameters deduced from data, which gives somewhat closer agreement to data than capacities generated using (3). Both predictions uniformly predict higher capacity than measurements, corresponding to the fact that the non-separable correlations, as well as non-Gaussian statistics are not modeled. The reduced parameter model over predicts the measured capacity by about 10% at most outage levels.
V. CONCLUSIONS Narrowband MIMO measurements using 16 transmitters and 16 receivers were carried out in Manhattan. Measured median capacities of the full 16×16 array were found to be within 80% of the Rayleigh iid channel capacity. Correlation model parameters are derived from data and used to predict capacities, which are then compared to measured capacities. It was found that the spatial MIMO channel statistics are well represented by the separate transmitter and receiver correlation matrices, with a median relative error in capacity of 3%, in contrast to the 18% median relative error observed by assuming the antennas to be uncorrelated. A reduced parameter model, consisting of 4 parameters, has been developed to allow generation of correlation matrices, which may be used to generate synthetic H matrices. These channel matrices may be used to test receiver algorithms in system performance studies. These results may also be used for antenna array design, as the decay of remote antenna correlation with antenna separation has been reported here. An important finding for the base transmitter array was that the antennas were largely uncorrelated even at antenna separation as small as two wavelengths.
